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Construction News

West Norwood Fire Station

Bacton Low Rise

The use of cross laminated timber
for the construction of Phase One
of our scheme at Bacton Low Rise
for Rydon Construction Ltd has
allowed quick progress with only
internal fixtures and balconies
for Block A remaining. The three
phase development in LB Camden
consists of a mixed tenure of 294
flats.

Lancaster Street

Our development at Lancaster
Street, Southwark, was featured in
an issue of METROMoves. The ACA
designed residential development,
labelled a ‘towering success’, is set
for completion in November 2015.

In other news..

We have secured planning permission at
West Northwood Fire Station. Located in
Lambeth, the development for Landhold
will provide 22 flats within the conversion
of a listed fire station and a four storey
new build block to the rear. Built in 1914-1915, The Grade II Listed Fire Station
is restrained Arts and Craft style with the
use of red brickwork and Portland stone to

the front elevation with stock brick to the
rear. A new build four storey residential
block will be constructed to the rear of the
site connected at ground floor level by a
communal landscaped courtyard. The
design of the rear block carefully references
cues from the listed building in the tones
of brickwork and the vertical stair core and
horizontal emphasis of the facade

Roehampton

Acton Town Hall

Egleton House has been completed by Kingsbury
Construction for One Housing Group. We were
instrumental in achieving the planning permission
for a change of use within the sensitive Roehampton
village conservation area. Subsequently we
assisted with the construction drawings to maintain
the design quality established through the planning
process.

Located in the London Borough of Ealing, our 71
flatted scheme at Action Town Hall was awarded
planning approval this month. The development
sees the extension and remodeling of a grade
II listed town hall and a new build block. We are
commencing working on RIBA Stage D and tender
pack with a completion date penciled for May 2017.

Website

Designed in-house by the ACA PR
team and working alongside CBJ
Digital, we are proud to announce
the launch of our new website!
The website, marking the practices
22nd anniversary, has seen multiple
improvements, offering dynamic
features and improved navigation.
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